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Lanré Abimbola, ECCM was inspired by
two things – his daughter and his mirror –
to get healthy and lean again. Lanré
began his fitness journey by losing excess
water weight and body fat from doing hot
Bikram yoga, changing his diet, and
incorporating a variety of exercises
several times per week. Lanré said, “The
biggest change that I have made was
in my mindset about my food and how
I ate it. I don’t eat to get full; I eat to
not be hungry”. This mindset helped
Lanré plan out his meals so they are
balanced with nutrient dense food that he
cooks himself. These changes have not
only helped Lanré become leaner on the
outside, it has helped him think more clearly and make healthier
choices. Lanré’s biggest challenge happened when he injured his back
- He was diagnosed with a herniated disk at L4-L5. Lanré said, “It was
so bad that the electric shocks going down my legs would knock
me to my feet”. Lanré wound up having two surgeries to help him
become mobile and to relieve his pain. His faith in God helped him get
through that difficult time so he could come back stronger than ever!
Lanré’s fitness plans for the future are to work on his core strength and
to play competitive soccer again. Lanré has participated in a few
Employee Wellness Program challenges, the most recent being the 31
Day Water Challenge where he won the “gold” prize! Lanré said,
“Doing the challenge helped me focus on my wellness goals and
motivated me to stay on track. Also, knowing that other people
were competing for the same goal was very encouraging”. Lanré’s
advice to others: “Before you start, you should know and
understand why you want to make healthy changes. Do it for
yourself. Take it one day at a time. If you fail, refine it and do it
again”. Lanré also recommends listening to motivational podcasts and
to read positive motivational books that relate to your personal goals.
We are so proud of Lanré and his accomplishments – we can’t wait to
see him on the soccer field soon!

